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Abstract: While online privacy is a concern for all, there is no international standard for users to limit
personal information that has been either intentionally or inadvertently released to the public. The Right To
Be Forgotten is a law enacted recently in the European Union. The law requires search engines to limit
content about citizens that they themselves deem inadequate, irrelevant, or outdated. The new legislation
has thrown the global online community into an uproar due to its broad and vague nature. Questions
regarding free speech, censorship and legality abound. Similar laws exist and continue to evolve in other
countries as well. There are very few federal laws in the U.S. to protect users at this time.

Introduction
On a Friday night in early November, Vinita Hegwood posted a few thoughts to her Twitter account, as
she did on most evenings. However one particular tweet was so racially charged that it went viral and
swiftly led to Ms. Hegwood’s dismissal from her teaching position at Duncanville High School the
following Mondayi. Annmarie Chiarini, a college English professor, was traumatized after a former lover
posted nude images of her, along with her name and place of employment, on several websites from 2010
to 2012ii. John and Jessica Kier have been dogged by multiple online images of their mug shots from an
arrest for a minor crime of which they were later found Not Guilty. Mrs. Kier believes that she has been
turned down for multiple jobs due to these images that appear when searching for her name on Googleiii.
Countless individuals make conscious decisions to post personal and often damaging information on the
Internet on a daily basis. People around the world are reporting loss of employment, rejection from
universities and other repercussions from social media postings. Others are the victims of “revenge porn”,
and may have private photographs and other personal details about them released to the public without
their consent. Still more have criminal records that are available for anyone to find simply by typing in
their name. These damaging stories and images may now be forever linked with these ordinary citizens,
and are available to anyone who performs an Internet search on their names in the future.
Some might argue that people should have the right to expunge this negative personal information from
the Internet. Others feel that to do so would be a dangerous and slippery play on free speech rights.
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Scholars and historians might object to what is perceived as a whitewashing of history. There are even
more who would argue for victims who did not willingly volunteer any of their personal data or images.
Legislation currently exists in the US to protect some victims of Internet harassment, but these laws do
not exist across all fifty states, and are often difficult to prosecute and enforce.
The European Union has recently instituted a legal avenue for erasing Internet content, but it has yet to be
truly tested and faces extreme criticism both domestically and abroad. It remains to be seen what new
laws and regulations might arise due to unflattering Internet content, and how they will be applied in a
global context.

The Right to Be Forgotten – European Union
In response to recent lawsuits in the European Union, the EU has recently passed “The Right To Be
Forgotten”, an addendum to the European Data Protection Directiveiv. The European Court of Justice
(ECJ) issued this ruling on May 13, 2014, following the outcome of a court case brought by a Spanish
citizenv. Mario Consteja Gonzales brought the case to trial through the Spanish Data Protection agency
after several national news outlets printed reports of his financial insolvency in 1998. Gonzales, a
businessman, felt that although he had rectified his financial problems, the continued availability of this
information would hurt his business prospects in the future. He petitioned to have this information
removed from Google search results and from the newspaper articles themselves. While the Spanish
agency was not successful in having the references from the actual articles removed, the ECJ ruled that
Google bore the responsibility to remove the search engines’ capability to register and display these
referencesvi.
Paragraph 93 of the ruling states “that even initially lawful processing of accurate data may, in the course
of time, become incompatible with the directive where those data are no longer necessary… That is so in
particular where they appear to be inadequate, irrelevant or no longer relevant, or excessive in relation to
those purposes and in the light of the time that has elapsed”vii. This language directly correlates the
difference between the European definitions of privacy versus the American definition. Certain European
rights dictate that convicted criminals, once they have served time for their crime, may petition to have
their criminal records obscuredviii, while in America these facts are considered to be a matter of public
record. However this new ruling does not pertain only to criminals or those with negative publicity.
Under this law, all citizens of the European Union have the right to request that pertinent information
about themselves be hidden from Internet searches.
While this law is directed at all search engines, it primarily affects Google, Inc., as the company has over
90% of the market share in the European Unionix. The law requires that search engines such as Google
remove links to content as requested by the individual. It does not require that the original reporting
agency remove the information. Therefore, while the information is still available on the Internet, it will
now be much more difficult to locatex. In response to the ruling, Google set up a page to receive and
process requests from members of the 28 countries in the European Union and also Iceland, Lichtenstein,
Norway, and Switzerland. Google makes it clear that their team will consider all requests to limit certain
search results, but that not all requests may be granted, based upon the nature of the content:
“When evaluating your request, we will look at whether the results include outdated information about
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you, as well as whether there’s a public interest in the information — for example, we may decline to
remove certain information about financial scams, professional malpractice, criminal convictions, or
public conduct of government officialsxi.”
To date, Google has processed over 175,000 requests, and has removed hundreds of thousands of links to
contentxii. These requests have come from child predators, politicians, and celebrities, among other private
citizens.xiii The BBC recently reported that over half of the requests from the UK were from criminals
seeking to have their information concealedxiv.

Criticisms
The most obvious criticism to the EU’s new Right To Be Forgotten is censorship. It is easy to question
why a citizen should be able to simply erase items from the public record that they deem to be negative.
There are several arguments both for and against this practice. Obviously, not many would argue against
the right to have libelous or slanderous content removed from the Internet. Incorrect information would
certainly qualify as something that could easily be remedied by limiting search results. However, the
argument against targeting search engines like Google is that the content remains on the internet, and is
just a little more difficult to recover, not gone completely. In cases of libel or slander, it would be more
effective to petition the actual publishers of the content and to have the information truly removed, not
simply obscured. The European court’s opinion of this line of thinking is “that the results of a Google
search often matter more than the information on any individual Web site.xv”
While it does make sense to limit the availability of libelous or slanderous information that was posted
erroneously or without the consent of an individual, it is unclear why a law would be written in such a
way to allow for the obliteration of content an individual willingly posted in a public forum. If such a law
was to exist in the U.S., persons like Vinita Hegwood could simply petition to have all evidence of their
politically incorrect musings removed from search results, potentially giving the impression that she was
an upstanding educator who valued diversity, or at least, had never publicly issued discriminatory
sentiments. We cannot simply have a “do-over” in this new paradigm of over-sharing. While it is one
thing to regret posting a photograph of oneself while intoxicated, it is quite another to post a series of
hateful rants and then ask the world to pretend that it never happened. The Internet could quickly devolve
into an environment in which evidence of any egregious act can simply be washed away in an instant.
Users should bear some responsibility for their actions. In the face of an environment in which everything
we write and post is public, people should simply be more vigilant about how, where and of whom they
speak. The House of Lords in the United Kingdom has vociferously spoken out against the Right To Be
Forgotten for this very reason:
“We do not believe that individuals should be able to have links to accurate and lawfully available
information about them removed, simply because they do not like what is said.”1
Another criticism of this new ruling is that the language is too vague, and leaves a lot of room for

1

House of Lords EU Home Affairs, Health and Education Sub-Committee, “‘Right to Be Forgotten’ Is Misguided in Principle and
Unworkable in Practice, Say Lords.”
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interpretation on behalf of the data provider. As it is written, the law allows for deletion of data deemed
no longer relevant, or for information pertaining to an event that occurred a reasonable amount of time in
the past. This new law did not provide for a governing body to preside over these requests, it placed the
onus directly on the data provider. Thus, Google had to quickly develop a system of criteria for making
decisions about these requests, including assembling a group of lawyers and other professionals to weigh
in on individual issues. Microsoft Bing, Facebook, Wikipedia and Yahoo also have subsidiaries in Europe
and are currently devising their own guidelines for complying with the new regulationxvi. While Google
and these other large companies have large teams of legal professionals to help make these
determinations, smaller search engine companies may not have those resources available to them and
would have no choice but to indiscriminately grant these requests or face financial ruinxvii. The UK House
of Lords also voiced these objections:
“We believe that the judgment of the Court is unworkable. It does not take into account the effect
the ruling will have on smaller search engines which, unlike Google, are unlikely to have the
resources to process the thousands of removal requests they are likely to receive…We also believe
that it is wrong in principle to leave search engines themselves the task of deciding whether to
delete information or not, based on vague, ambiguous and unhelpful criteria, and we heard from
witnesses how uncomfortable they are with the idea of a commercial company sitting in judgment
on issues like that.”xviii
A task force has been set up to assist with definition of the regulation, in the interest of the public, but
spokespersons have admitted that the team is still in the learning phasexix.
Lastly, the current assumption is that link removal only occurs in the country of which the requestor
resides. For example, if a user in Belgium requests that content about them is removed, one supposition is
that Google is only responsible for removing those content links from Google.be. However it is unclear as
to whether the removal requests should be applied across all of the Google European subsidiary search
engines, or strictly for the country in which the citizen currently inhabitsxx.
A case has already been tried in France that challenges these boundaries. The plaintiff first sued Google in
August 2013 to have falsely reported information removed from search indexes. The French court
ordered Google to remove the links to the erroneous content. Google complied with the order, but now
more recently been accused of removing links only on the Google France site. The French court is now
demanding that Google remove the information across all of its subsidiary sites, including the Google site
in the U.S.xxi. A precedent such as this could quickly lead to chaos on the Internet, with radically different
information being available in each country.

The Right to Be Forgotten in Other Countries
The European Union is not the first community to institute Right to Be Forgotten laws. The majority of
Latin American countries have some form of data protection laws, most notably in Argentina. An
Argentinian law was created in 2000 (Ley 25.326), stating “that data be destroyed when it ceases to be
necessary or relevant for the purposes for which they were collected” and also decrees that databases are
required to remove such data when it is deemed no longer relevantxxii. Most notably, this law has been
applied in situations where female performers are finding their images associated with pornographic sites
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or sites promoting illegal activity, the most famous being Da Cunha v. Yahoo and Google. The initial
lawsuit did not allege any wrongdoing on behalf of the search engines that link to this content, but did
demand that the search engines remove the links to the content associated with the actress’ namexxiii. Later
appeals on behalf of Yahoo and Google saw this ruling overturned, a decision hailed by some as a
successful win against censorshipxxiv. Even in the wake of this decision, still more Argentinian celebrities
have been waging battle with the Internet to have damaging content removed.
Australia has recently been investigating a reform to their data privacy laws. According to a report by the
Australian Law Reform Commission, Australia does not currently have any laws in place for invasion of
privacy, and has been growing increasingly concerned in the digital era xxv. Australia’s proposed new
regulation differs from the EU in that it only makes provisions for content that was placed on the Internet
by the individuals themselvesxxvi. This is contradictory to a 2012 lawsuit in Melbourne in which an
Australian citizen successfully sued Google for defamation after his name repeatedly appeared in Google
search results in relation to Melbourne’s Most Wanted, even though he had never been associated with
any crimesxxvii. The problem with this proposed legislation is that it does not appear to allow for victims of
revenge or libel to clear their names.
A plaintiff in Tokyo recently won a suit against Google for similar issues involving wrongful accusation,
however Japan has made this a one-time ruling and has not decreed any changes to Japanese lawxxviii.

U.S. Internet Privacy Laws
No legislation like the European Union’s Right To Be Forgotten law exists in the U.S.. U.S. Internet users
can make a request to Google to have certain information removed from search results. Google has stated
that the search engine will remove Personally Identifiable Information such as bank account and credit
card numbersxxix, but makes it clear that this service is very limited. Google also allows for removal of
illegal information, primarily copyright violationsxxx.
Citizens who speak indelicately on social media run the risk of having their indiscretions be permanently
accessible to all. Those who are lucky enough to have their behavior picked up by major news outlets,
such as Ms. Hegwood will face real difficulty when attempting to hide their past. There are currently no
US laws in place protecting employees from being terminated based upon social media activity. Online
services (such as Reputation.com) exist to assist users in cleaning up their online image, by flooding the
Internet with alternate information, the intent being to obscure the damaging data. Other companies
(CleanSearch.com, ClearMyRecord.com) claim that they can have information such as arrest records and
online mug shot images removed, for a fee.
Only a handful of US states have enacted legislation to assist victims of revenge porn, by prohibiting the
transmission of sexually explicit images of someone without their consentxxxi. These laws can help victims
when requesting removal of their personal images and data, but only within these thirteen states. No
federal laws of this nature exist. In most states, it is not a crime to post sexually explicit images of an
individual without their consent. Therefore it is most often the responsibility of the victim, like Ms.
Chiarini who must pursue these sites for the removal of images and data, but they are often unsuccessful
and have no legal recourse. Even ordinary users who have a clean criminal history but who want to
remove some or all of their online presence face an almost impossible set of tasks that would take days to
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accomplishxxxii. Simply deleting a Facebook account takes fourteen days, and the company still reserves the
right to keep some of your images and dataxxxiii.

Conclusion
Many Internet users are guilty of self-publishing damning information on social media outlets that they
later regret. Others face having their private mistakes reported in multiple news outlets across the world.
While some citizens feel that they have ownership over their public image and of content that pertains to
them, there is no global standard for how, when and if this information should be obscured from the
public. The legal understanding in Europe and Latin America is that private citizens should and do have
control over their public image, and should have the ability to make adjustments to Internet content they
feel is unflattering, including criminal records. The U.S. steadfast dedication to the First Amendment
right to Freedom of Speech directly opposes this type of censorship.
The European Union has recently enacted legislation to enable users to erase online content from search
engine results. While this new functionality has already been heavily used, the new law has been met with
much criticism. It is important that people have an avenue to resolve incorrect or slanderous information,
but some critics feel that the law was passed in haste and is deeply flawed. Private enterprise has been left
to interpret and enforce a public law without much regulation. Much concern has been voiced about the
obfuscation of criminal history, while others are worried that this law sets a dangerous precedent in that it
could be used to erase major historical events.
Obviously, more discussion and research is needed. While the laws of countries may not always align,
usage of the Internet is global. Perhaps an International summit is needed to come to a more cohesive
solution to this issue. If regulations vary wildly from country to country, we will soon have a lack of
transparency and trust in our global neighborhood, which may lead to disastrous consequences.
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